
One Week Course



STRUCTURED LEARNING OF 
THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE & 
PRACTICE

As you progress through five days of intensive training you will develop a broad

range of skills within financial markets.

All candidates that join us on this course will have the entire cost refunded if they

then decide to join our trading floor on the in-house ‘career’ programme at any

point in the future.



ABOUT US

Founded at the start of 2009, Amplify runs a proprietary trading arm executing short-term

global macro strategies across multiple asset classes. Our philosophy is that an in-depth

understanding of contemporary macroeconomic drivers, combined with technical and behavioural

expertise, will enable our traders to perform consistently within a dynamic market environment.

Introducing the directors of Amplify who support our team of traders and mentors

Piers Curran | Head of Trading

Piers Curran gained recognition as one of the largest intra-

day traders in the futures market, trading fixed income

spreads, currencies, commodities and equity futures, as a

senior trader for GHTC. Piers is a respected voice within the

industry and can often be seen on tier 1 financial news

providers such as CNBC.

William de Lucy | Managing Director

Will de Lucy has over a decade of institutional trading

experience, and takes the responsibility of leading the risk

management of the Amplify team. Will specialises in

behavioural finance and trading psychology and works

closely with the traders at Amplify to help them perform to the

best of their ability

Anthony Cheung | Director

Anthony Cheung has worked at the forefront of news &

analysis for over a decade specialising in providing breaking

news to proprietary traders across the world. Anthony now

heads up the trading arm of Amplify and provides daily

analysis to our in-house and remote traders.



• Develop a deep fundamental understanding of today’s financial markets in order to

trade across all asset classes in response to breaking financial news and analysis.

• Gain first-hand experience in the importance of behavioural finance and trading

psychology within an environment of uncertainty and risk.

• Learn to understand and analyse financial markets by applying advanced technical

analysis techniques across multiple asset classes.

• Apply mentoring support and advice from experienced traders at Amplify as they

continuously monitor your performance and progression.

• Understand how to take advantage of contemporary news events and market volatility.

• See how in reality standard economic theory may not apply within an expected

timeframe and the resulting challenge to risk management practices.

• Create a base of experience and knowledge on which to build continued improvement

for your trading on completion of the programme.

CLEAR LEARNING OBJECTIVES



PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE RIGHT ACROSS 

THE INDUSTRY

Morning Trading: Introduction and course preview | Getting to know

the professional trading platform | Profit and stop targets

Afternoon Theory: Global Macro and an introduction to Monetary

Policy in practice.

Morning Trading: Trade live market movement using macro

fundamental analysis to create trading strategies

Afternoon Theory: Technical analysis and Level picking | Entry and

Exit strategies

Morning Trading: Learn to incorporate technical analysis processes

into the your risk management

Afternoon Theory: Introduction to different asset classes including

Fixed Income, Equity, Forex and Commodity markets.

Morning Trading: Using the DMA ‘ladder’ and reading order flow |

Breakout trading | PMTrader simulation

Afternoon Theory: Behavioural finance | Trading psychology | Risk

management | Trading the news

Morning Trading: Formulating multi-asset strategies | Trading news

driven events.

Afternoon Theory: Trading routine and process | ReTrader

simulation

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5



Our Proprietary software has been adopted by

many of the world’s largest financial institutions,

helping candidates better realise their potential.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
Using technology to enhance learning 

FlowTrader

PMTrader

ReTrader

Trading



Amplify's technology as been adopted across the industry, helping students and finance

professionals, bridge the gap between theory and practice. Here are just some of the

institutions and business schools we work closely with:

OUR CLIENTS

Universities

Institutions



Our Proprietary software has been adopted by many of the world’s largest financial

institutions, helping candidates better realise their potential.

OUR TECHNOLOGY

Using technology to enhance learning 

OUR CLIENTS



LIVE TRADING FLOOR IN CENTRAL LONDON

Amplify Trading operates its main trading floor from

a central London location next to the Bank of England.

Two further offices operate in London (Monument and

Moorgate) and in September 2016, Amplify Trading

opened in New York.

Candidates can install all training technology on their

own laptop for continued use after completion of the

programme.

OUR LOCATION



OUR STORIES

“I think this course should be compulsory for everyone who is

looking to work in finance or become an independent trader.

Amplify offers great mentorship and support system for its

traders, which is absolutely essential for beginners in this

business”.

INGA SVENTECKYTE 
Full-time trader

“The directors and senior personnel were dedicated to

providing no- nonsense training of both fundamental and

technical sides of trading financial markets.

Amplify course taught me the importance of discipline and

how to deal with the psychological stresses of trading. By the

end of the course I was “ready to go”.

MICHAEL CALVERT 
Full-time trader

ALEX CLARK
Full-Time trader

“Whether you’re brand new or like me had prior

experiences, if you’re serious about trading as a career i’d

strongly recommend Amplify. Amplify changed my game,

i’ve never done so well. They have courses tailored for

where you’re at and once the course is finished, a great

community of traders at Trading-Live. Can’t thank the team

at Amplify enough for the education and continued support.”

MORE REVIEWS



Accolades awarded to Amplify for quality and innovation 

in financial market training:

AWARD WINNING



The fee for our One Week training programme is £950 (ex 

VAT). Ou programmes are always oversubscribed, so to 

ensure you secure a place we advise placing a £200 

nonrefundable deposit as soon as possible.

SECURE YOUR TRADING DESK IN LONDON

BOOK NOW


